Reporting / Publishing Conventions
(Check http://tyaga.org/docs/ for latest revision)
An entity manages its market reputation through the open publication of its perioidic currency brand
activity or accounting reports.
1. Reporting Units
1.1 An entity must use a recognized common reporting unit in order to facilitate audits of its ledger
and account records. This requirement does not prohibit an entity from using its own native
currency units in its official records. It is expected that any entity that is actively promoting its
currency brand reputation would benefit from using a publicly recognizable valuation scale
rather than publishing in an obscure currency unit.
1.2 When reporting currency use between entities, the transacting entities must agree on a
common reporting unit to use in publishing the transacted amount.

2. Reporting Frequency/Period
2.1 Using online publishing technology, an entity must be able to provide auditable summary
reports on demand.
2.2 Using print-based periodicals, an entity must publish auditable summary reports on a weekly
basis or according to local standards.

3. Published Transaction Data
3.1 An entity must be able to provide the following data fields for each completed transaction with
another entity:
- Amount (in common reporting unit)
- The currency brand of the other entity that was involved in the transaction
- The direction of currency flow
- The transaction id, which should be unique for a given entity pair and currency flow direction
3.2 In order to protect individual account holder privacy, certain transaction information may be
withheld from the report, such as account number, date or time.

4. Published Tally Data
4.1 For any of the defined periods below, an entity must be able to provide the following aggregate
or tally data:
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- Amount (in common reporting unit)
- The currency brand of the other entity that was involved in the transaction
- The direction of currency flow
- Aggregation Period: summed of completed transaction amounts to-date, year, year-month, or
year-month-day

5. Published Summary Data
5.1 Percent Recovery: The to-date [inflow / (issued – intrause)]
5.2 Inflow/Outflow Ratio: The to-date [inflow/outflow]; may also be calculated for any other given
period
5.3 Average Currency Issued per Member per Week: [to-date issued / (average number of members
per week * total number of weeks to-date)]
5.4 Other summary data and methods of evaluation may be used and added as a reporting standard
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